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a masK
a sTencil
a model

a TemplaTe can be an objecT, a funcTion and a Tool. iT shifTs from The 
analogue To The digiTal, from original To copy and bacK again. a TemplaTe 
is mainly usable. iT’s a sTrucTure and a simplificaTion. iT is made for repeTi-
Tion, iT calls on us To apply iT. iT provides a frame and promises converT-

ibiliTy. iT is ready To be used by everyone according To Their purposes. 
shaped by responding To cerTain needs, iT generalises and anTicipaTes Them, 

Transforming Them inTo a sTandard. 

a requiremenT 
a TasK 

can you see The paTTern?
(invisible)

choose one
use iT

To replicaTe

replicaTe
picK a paTTern

iT’s easy
use iT

noT being in use, 
The TemplaTe is a diagram

a cold poTenTial
a sad void

The word template, originally describing a shaped piece of metal, wood, or other material used 
as a pattern for processes such as painting, cutting out, or shaping, has recently gained a certain 
popularity, and certainly gotten another twist in the context of software applications and social 
media interfaces. it can be understood as a frame, a graphical mask, or a matrix, to be filled with 
content and information, but also as something that serves as a model for others to apply. When i 
now blend this term with the concept of persona, what springs to mind is their congruence in one 
particular aspect. in ancient theatre persona is the name for typified masks used by actors. The 
term does not only describe the distinction between a person and a character or their more or less 
predetermined social role. following the translation of the latin personare, “to sound through”, the 
mask in the widest sense of being a second face — or skin — is also a tool to act with or speak 
through. it is made in order to be repeatedly used and be recognised, no matter how complex 
its features are supposed to be or whether it would be activated by one particular person or by 
an infinite number of users. it is made to establish a figure, a type, which can be identified as 
holding a particular position in a larger structure, a story. one could say it’s a form of abstraction 
for the sake of reproduction. 
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he artist’s persona

in contrast to the idea of the originality of each person’s performance, the character as 
template emphasises a technical understanding of acting and the use of a persona on stage: 
the training, the labour of learning a pattern until it turns into a habit, the actual effort as much 
as the boredom to repeat the tricks and techniques for slipping into a role for an audience at a 
specific time and place. and yet, it is exactly this moment of constructedness that allows us to 
acknowledge the asymmetry of person and persona, of a mask and a body, of a technique and 
its actual effect. When a movement pattern is choreographed for triggering a certain emotion, the 
audience may realise the stereotyped quality of such movement or the artificiality of a character 
as such, and it would affect them nevertheless. 

What’s interesting here is not to measure the extent to which a character is set. it is rather 
a matter of observing and recognising the different stages of preformation one encounters and 
traverses. i can think of the template — or the persona performed through the template — as a 
concrete, yet codified object, put into action for (and being in flux between) performer and spec-
tator. it can be mixed up, reformatted, decomposed, it can be applied anonymously, it can grow 
into the skin. i can gradually or partially replace myself, rearrange the image of another self, and 
rely on the template as an agent to display whatever asymmetrical subjectivity it performs.
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